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Abstract
This thesis used machine learning techniques to extract useful information about hu-
man body articulations. First, it presents a learning approach to model non-linear
constraints; a support vector classifier is trained from motion capture data to model
the boundary of the space of valid poses. Next, it proposes a system that incor-
porates body tracking and gesture recognition for an untethered human-computer
interface. The detection step utilizes an SVM to identify periods of gesture activity.
The classification step uses gesture-specific Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to deter-
mine which gesture was performed at any time period, and to extract the parameters
of those gestures. Several experiments were performed to verify the effectiveness of
these techniques with encouraging results.
Thesis Supervisor: Trevor Darrell
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Multimodal interfaces integrating speech and vision permit users to interact in a
simple and intuitive manner with a computer system. This thesis develops a gesture
recognizer that can be used as one component of such an interface. The following
section describes the motivation for this work. The subsequent sections detail the
objective of the project and related research that has been done in the past. The
final section provides a brief outline of the rest of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
By providing different input channels, multimodal interfaces allow a more natural and
efficient interaction between user and machine. Recent years have seen the emergence
of many systems using speech and gestures, where users interact with an application
by talking to it, pointing (or looking) at icons and/or performing gestures. Research
in multimodal interfaces and ubiquitous computing aims at building the tools to
implement these abilities, in as natural and unobtrusive a manner as possible.
Several successful multimodal gesture systems have been developed which inte-
grate speech input with pen and other haptic gestures [10, 23]; these generally use
a physical stylus, or just a user's fingertip. For interaction with a kiosk [27], video
wall [11], or conversational robots [4] it is desirable to have untethered tracking of
full-body gesture.
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Full-body gesture processing consists of two components: acquisition to estimate
the pose of the user (e.g. arm, body position and orientation) and recognition to
recognize the gestures corresponding to sequences of poses.
To date, full-body gesture acquisition has been mainly developed around tethered
interfaces because of their robustness and accuracy. Devices such as data gloves and
magnetic position systems (e.g. Flock of Birds) have been successfully used for tasks
such as map exploration [26]. Schemes with explicit markers attached to hands or
fingers have also been proposed, as in systems for optical motion capture in computer
animation. Unfortunately, the complex interface of these systems (e.g, attached wires,
magnetic isolation of the room) prevents them from being generally accepted by casual
users. There have been many attempts to build untethered interfaces based on vision
systems, including several successfully deployed systems based on hand tracking, e.g.
[27]. However, to our knowledge, none of them has proven to be robust and fast
enough to extract full articulated models for HCI purposes. This paper presents
an untethered gesture recognition interface based on the tracking of the user's body
utilizing stereo cameras.
Many body pose gesture recognition systems use techniques adapted from speech
recognition research such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) or Finite-State Trans-
ducers (FSTs). Such techniques consider consecutive poses of the user given by the
acquisition system and estimate the most probable gesture. However, these techniques
encounter a number of difficulties. For instance, the inputs are very high dimensional
(the dimensions of body poses are usually greater than 20), and the beginning and
end of gestures are difficult to detect (contrary to speech where sentences are isolated
by detecting surrounding silences).
1.2 Objective
The techniques in this thesis are demonstrated in a system for interpreting multimodal
speech and gesture commands for window manipulation (selection, resizing, page
turning). A vision system consisting of a stereo camera connected to a standard PC
14
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Figure 1-1: Vision Component.
Pentium 4 (2GHz) captures images of the user and transfers them to the articulated
body tracker that estimates the corresponding body pose (described in Section 3).
Sequences of body poses are used in the gesture recognition system to identify gestures
(Chapter 5). We use an SVM-based approach for gesture detection and an HMM-
based approach for recognition, described in Chapter 5 and shown in Figure 1-1.
Speech is processed using the GALAXY system [37]; speech and gesture commands
are defined a priori in the examples in this paper but could be generalized to natural
gestures. A rank order fusion algorithm is used to merge command recognition [10],
shown in Figure 1-2; parameters are estimated for each visual gesture (e.g., size,
location.)
1.3 Previous Work
Many techniques for tracking people in image sequences have been developed in the
computer vision community.
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Techniques using cues such as contour and skin color detection have been popular
for finger and hand tracking [19, 30, 22, 11] but are limited to planar interactions.
Articulated model-based techniques have been proposed to track people in monoc-
ular image sequences [40, 17, 25, 5, 41]. Due to the numerous ambiguities (usually
caused by cluttered background or occlusions) that may arise while tracking people in
monocular image sequences, multiple-hypothesis frameworks may be more suitable.
Many researchers investigated stochastic optimization techniques such as particle fil-
tering [38, 39]. Though promising, these approaches are not computationally efficient
and real-time implementations are not yet available.
Stereo image-based techniques [24, 1] have proven to give better pose estimates.
[24] uses a generative mixture model to track body gestures with real-time stereo.
However, the model used in this system was approximate and the system could not
accurately detect arm configurations where the arm was fully extended.
Joint angle limits for human figures have been tabulated based on observational
studies [29]. In general, joint angle limits are rarely independent across different
degrees of freedom, even at a single joint. An implicit surface model of shoulder joint
limit constraints was derived by [21], who learned parameters of the representation
from motion capture data. Recently, modeling the statistics of motion capture data
has become a popular technique in computer graphics animation. Several authors
have devised schemes for using a database of motion capture data to generate new
animation, e.g., by fitting non-parametric density models [32], or learning a graph of
legal transitions [28].
Delamarre and Faugeras [12] suggests using independent joint constraints to con-
strain their ICP algorithm for body tracker, but admits these constraints would
severely increase the computational cost. Combined with the findings from [29],
we propose a simple solution with a small computational cost while maintaining the
complexity of the relationship constraints between joint angles.
Earlier work on articulated tracking from multi-view images has shown the ability
to track complete bodies [13]; recently a linear technique for enforcing articulation
constraints was shown to be able to track body pose in real time, suitable for detecting
17
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pointing gestures [14].
Previous systems using speech and gesture inputs [23, 10] have taken advantage of
the progress of the research in the corresponding fields and the advent of new devices
and sensors. Although some approaches such as [23] integrate speech and gesture at
an early stage, most systems perform the recognition of speech and gesture separately
and use a unification mechanism [10] for fusing the different modalities.
1.4 Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some machine
learning techniques used in the project. Chapter 3 describes the articulated body
tracker used to extract relevant measurements of a user's position. Chapter 4 de-
scribes the a method of addition of non-linear constraint for the tracker, and Chap-
ter 5 describes a framework for performing gesture recognition. Finally, Chapter 6
demonstrates the use of the gesture recognizer in a simple multimodal interface and
Chapter 7 provides some concluding remarks and possibilities for future work.
18
Chapter 2
Overview of Machine Learning
Techniques
This thesis makes use of several machine learning techniques. In particular, it relies
heavily on Support Vector Machines and Hidden Markov Models, which are intro-
duced in the sections below. It is important to understand these techniques, at least
at a broad conceptual level, before proceeding to the chapters that follow.
2.1 Support Vector Machines
The popularity of Support Vector Machines [6] comes from their ability to learn
complex decision boundaries between two classes, and classify new samples into the
two classes accurately and speedily. Given a data set {xi, y} of examples xi with
labels yj E {+1, -1}, an SVM estimates a decision function f(x) such that:
f(x) = E yiaik(x, xi) + b (2.1)
where b is a scalar and ai some (non negative) weights estimated by the SVM. A
subset of the weights ac are non null. Examples xi corresponding to non zero ai are
the support vectors. Their corresponding ai defines its contribution to the shape of
the boundary. k(x, xi) is the kernel function corresponding to the dot product of a
19
possible non-linear mapping of x and xi in a (high dimensional) feature space. Linear,
polynomial and Gaussian kernels are usually used.
Once the SVM has been trained, new test vectors x are classified based on the
sign of the function f(x). In this work, we used the SVM implementation from the
machine learning software library Torch [9]. For a detailed description of SVMs, see
[35].
2.2 Hidden Markov Models
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [33] are a common way of modeling temporal events,
such as gestures. The event's progression is represented by a traversal through a
sequence of states, each of which generates an output. In the context of gesture
recognition, the output may be some kind of feature vector such as a set of positions
and velocities. Figure 2.2 provides an example of a simple four-state HMM. The
states are labeled 0 through 3, and the arcs represent possible transitions between
states. The HMM is very powerful because of its probabilistic nature. Any given state
1/3
1/3 1/2 1/3 1
0 1/3 1/2 1/3 3
[1/2, 1/2) [0, 1] [1/8, 7/8] [1,0]
1/3
Figure 2-1: A four-state HMM
and observation sequence are generated by a given HMM with a certain probability.
In general, the probability of emitting a certain observation from an HMM state is
defined by a continuous density function (CDF) for each state. However, for the
purposes of illustration the sample HMM discussed will use a discrete probability
distribution function (PDF) with two possible observation values, namely 0 or 1.
The probabilistic structure of any HMM can be defined by three sets of distributions.
First, the initial state matrix ir has elements iri, and defines the probability of starting
20
out in state i. Second, the transition matrix A has elements ai,, and yields the
probability of moving from state i to state j at any time. Finally, the observation
matrix B with elements bi,k defines how likely it is for state i to generate the kh
observation.
For example, the probability matrices for the HMM in Figure 2.2 might be as
shown in Equation 2.2. Notice that the initial probability matrix 7r forces any state
sequence to begin at state 0. The transition matrix A has non-zero elements corre-
sponding to the transition arcs shown in Figure 2.2, and allows backward transitions
since it is not upper-triangular.
1/3 1/3 1/3 0 1/2 1/2
7r= 1 0 0 0 A= / B= 1 (2.2)
L I 1/3 0 1/3 1/3 1/8 7/8
0 0 0 1 1 0
21
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Chapter 3
Body Tracker
In order to extract information about a user's motions and the purpose of those
motions, one must be able to reliably determine what position s/he is in at any given
time. The articulated body tracker described below, designed and implemented by
Doctor David Demirdjian [14], is an effective way to generate this information from
video footage of a user. The measurements extracted by the body tracker permit
the computation of features used by the gesture recognition system. The following
sections describe the representation used for articulated tracking and how this tracker
enforces kinematic constraints.
3.1 Representation
First, the body model and the representation for rigid and multi-body transformations
used in the body tracker is introduced.
The body model used in this paper consists of a set of N rigid limbs linked
with each other in a hierarchical system. It is assumed that the body model to be
articulated, i.e., the links between limbs are perfect spherical joints. However, it is
shown that the approach can easily allow for other kinds of links between limbs.
Pose H of a body is defined as the position and orientation of each of its N
constituent limbs in a world coordinate system (H E R6N).
Rigid motions are parameterized using twists [5]. A twist t is defined as a 6-vector
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such that:
where t is a 3-vector representing the location of the rotation axis and translation
along this axis. w is a 3-vector pointing in the direction of the rotation axis.
The rigid transformation associated with the twist can also be represented by a
4 x 4 matrix G such that:
(_)2 ( )3
Gt=exp (t) =I + 2 + 3!
where =
0
) and [w] x is the skew-symmetric matrix associate with vector
0
Let A define a set of rigid transformations
represented as a 6N-vector such that:
applied to a set of rigid objects. A is
J
where N is the number of limbs in the body model.
In the case of articulated models, motions i are constrained by spherical joints. As
a result, A only spans a manifold A C 1Z6N that we will call articulated motion space.
In the following sections, it will be shown that A is around the origin (hypothesis of
small motions) a linear space that can be simply estimated from the current pose H.
TA denotes the motion transformation between poses, i.e. if H and H' are two
poses, TA such that H' = TA(H) is the motion transformation between the two poses.
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(3.1)
3.2 Approach
We consider the tracking problem as the fitting of a body model pose H, that obeys
some constraints, to a set of visual observations 0. We assume that the pose ft-1
from the previous frame is known and we search for the motion transformation A* so
that Ht = T* (-t_ 1 ) satisfies some pose constraints while minimizing a fitting error
d(-t, 0) = drt_1(A*, 0).
In order to estimate A*, we introduce a constraint projection approach that con-
sists of (i) estimating the unconstrained minimum A of dr_ 1 (A, 0) followed by (ii) es-
timating the projection A* of A on the constraint surface minimizing the Mahalanobis
distance IIA* - Ally.
Constraint projection methods may give a sub-optimal solution but are usually
easier to implement and, when used in an iterative fashion, provide solutions very close
to the estimation provided by direct methods. An example of such an approach is
given in [20] where the fundamental matrix is estimated by using the 8-point algorithm
followed by enforcement of the rank 2 constraint.
3.2.1 Unconstrained optimal motion
Let A be the unconstrained body transformation that minimizes dr_1 (A, 0) and E
the corresponding covariance matrix.
A can be estimated using any multi-object tracking algorithm. Because of its
simplicity and efficiency, we implemented a tracking algorithm based on ICP [3, 8].
Given two clouds of 3D points (e.g., observed 3D data and 3D model of a rigid object
to register), ICP finds corresponding points and estimates the motion transformation
4 between the two clouds by minimizing the error (usually the Euclidean distance)
between the matched points. Many variants of the ICP algorithm have been proposed
(see [34] for an extensive survey). The ICP algorithm can handle both 3D and color
observations by incorporating the color information in the point-to-point distance
[15, 36] or by filtering matches based on color similarity [18].
Let 4k be the motion transformation estimated by the ICP algorithm applied to
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limb k. Let Ek be the corresponding covariance matrix (Ek can be estimated during
the motion estimation step of the ICP algorithm).
Then A = ( .. N T can be considered as a good approximation of the optimal
unconstrained motion. The corresponding covariance matrix E is the block-diagonal
matrix E = diag(E1, E. . ).
However, A obviously does not satisfy body constraints.
3.2.2 Projection on the constraint surface
We wish to find the closest body transformation A* to A that satisfies all body
constraints. More precisely we search for A* that minimizes the Mahalanobis distance:
E 2(A*) =flA* -A111(.2 E (3.2)
= (A* - A)TE-1(A* 
- A)
while satisfying body constraints. The body constraints consist of articulated con-
straints (Section 3.3) and other constraints related to human body (Chapter 4).
3.3 Articulated constraints
In this section, we consider the enforcement of articulated constraints. We show that
an optimal motion transformation A that satisfies articulated constraints is found
by projecting A onto the articulated motion space A. First we show that A can be
approximated at the origin by a linear space (derived from the previous pose Ht-1).
Then we estimate an optimal linear projection of A onto A that minimizes | I -A W.
Our method is very similar to robot control techniques to enforce joint and contact
constraints [31] but, to our knowledge, we are the first to use such an approach in
computer vision for human body tracking.
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3.3.1 Local parameterization of A
Let Mij be a spherical joint between two rigid bodies Li and 4L. Let C' and ' be
the respective motion transformation applied to the rigid bodies Li and L. Let R'
and t' be the rotation and translation associated with a motion transformation ('.
If Li and 12 perform small motions, the spherical joint constraint on Mij can be
written:
ti (Mij) = t'(Ai)
-> (['s - R])Mij + t' - t'. =0
(3.3
=> [w' - R xj + 3' -(3-=)
=> [Mix ( 'k - w') + t' - =0
Let A be an articulated motion transformation with:
w = ' ... I, 'T T(3.4)
Let Sij be the 3x(6N) matrix defined by:
Si = (03 ... [Mi]x -I 3 ... 03 ...- [Mi,]x 13 ... 03)
j i+1 j j+1
Eq.(3.3) is equivalent to:
si2 A = 0 (3.5)
Similar equations can be written for each joint constraint. By stacking eq.(3.5)
into a single matrix 4, the spherical joint constraints are simultaneously expressed
by the equation:
4A = 0 (3.6)
Eq. (3.6) implies that the articulated motion transformation A lies in the nullspace
of the matrix 4. This proves that, locally around the origin (hypothesis of small mo-
tions), the articulated motion space A is the linear space generated by nullspace{I'}.
Let K be the size of nullspace{} and Vk be a basis of nullspace{'1}. In our
study the basis Vk is estimated from 4 using a SVD-based approach and is orthogonal.
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IFigure 3-1: Projection of A onto the linearized articulated space. A (or equivalently
6) is the closest point to A in A w.r.t. metric E.
There exists a set of parameters Ak such that A can be written:
A = Avi +...+ AKVK (3.7)
Let S be a vector and V a matrix such that:
= (A,... Am)T V = (VI... ou)
Finally eq.(3.7) can be rewritten:
A = v a
3.3.2 Articulated motion estimation
(3.8)
Let A be the multi-body transformation estimated in Section 3.2.1. Let E be the
covariance matrix corresponding to A. Eq.(3.2) gives:
E 2 (A) (A _ A) T E- 1 (A _ A)
(V4 - A)TE-I1 (V - A)
By differentiating the previous equation w.r.t. 6, it can be shown that the mini-
(35.1)
mum of E2 is reached at:
= (VTE-IV)-IVTE~lA
Finally, the correct articulated motion A is estimated using eq.(3.8). A can be
seen as the projection of A through a matrix P on the articulated motion space such
that:
A=PA
with P V(VT E-V)-1VT -1.
3.4 Summary
This system can track pose in real-time using input from stereo cameras. A projec-
tion technique is derived to impose kinematic constraints on independent multi-body
motion estimated using an ICP-based technique: it shows that for small motions
the multi-body articulated motion space can be approximated by a linear manifold
estimated directly from the previous body pose. The next chapter presents a mod-
ification to the tracking algorithm which incorporates non-linear constraints due to
limitations of the human body.
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Chapter 4
Defining Valid Articulations
The human body is highly constrained due to various factors which are not possible to
capture in a linear manifold (e.g., joint angles between limbs are bounded, some poses
are unreachable due to body mechanics or behavior). To enforce these constraints we
use a learning-based approach, and build a human body pose classifier using examples
extracted from motion capture (mocap) data.
4.1 Support Vector Machine Approach
An SVM classifier was trained to model valid poses of human bodies. The features
x used in the SVM are the relative orientation of the body with respect to the world
coordinate system and the relative orientations of connected limbs.
Training data consisted of a collection of more than 200 mocap sequences of peo-
ple walking, running, doing sports, etc, which amounts to about 150,000 body pose
(positive) examples. The models used in these sequences describe the full body, in-
cluding hands, fingers, and eyes. However, only the parameters used in the body
model (torso, arms, forearms and head), described in Chapter 3, have been retained
for the SVM training. Negative examples have been randomly generated. Because
the space of valid poses is small compared to the space of all possible poses, a pose
with randomly generated angles for each joint will most likely be invalid. From this
and the fact that an SVM can account for outliers, negative examples could safely be
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C 1
f 0.00072 0
Nav 1878
Table 4.1: Classification error rates c
trained with Gaussian kernels (o=10)
10 200 1000
.00061 0.00065 0.00137
367 323 294
and number N,, of support vectors for SVMs
vs. error cost C.
0 5 10 15 20 100
E 0.00065 0.00061 0.00094 0.00047 0.0059
N, 479 367 570 842 4905
Table 4.2: Classification error rates E and number N,, of support vectors for SVMs
trained with Gaussian kernels (C=100) vs. kernel size or.
generated with this approach and have little effect on the generated boundary.
SVMs were tested with different types of kernels (linear, polynomial, Gaussian)
and varying error costs. The corresponding SVMs have been evaluated using stan-
dard cross-validation techniques: the classifiers have been trained using all-but-one
sequences and the average mis-classification error E of the sequence left has been
estimated.
Results clearly show that linear and polynomial kernels do very poorly modeling
human body poses (E > 0.5). On the other hand, Gaussian kernels give very good
classification error rates. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 report the classification error rates E as
well as the number of support vectors N,, for Gaussian kernels with varying kernel
size a and error cost C. The SVM used in the rest of the paper uses a Gaussian
kernel with a = 10 and C = 10, which provides a good trade-off between error rate
and number of support vectors.
Figure 4-1 show a few of the support vectors found through this method. As
expected, these support vectors are at the extreme of possible joint angles.
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Figure 4-1: Body poses corresponding to 9 support vectors (out of 382) estimated by
the SVM.
4.2 Tracking with SVM
The tracking problem consists of finding the motion transformation A* that maps
the previous body pose HtI to a new body pose fJ* that is valid while minimizing:
E E (4.1)
(A* - A)TE-I(A* - A).
Articulated constraints are guaranteed by using the minimal parameterization
A* = V6*. Let A = VS 1e the (unconstrained) articulated transformation from
Section 3.3.1. The constrained minimization of criteria E 2 (A*) is replaced with the
one of E 2 (6*):
E2 (6*) IHA* Al1
(A* - A) T E-(A* - A) (4.2)
(6* - 3)TVTIE-IV(6* -)
with the constraint g(6*) = f(f*) = f(TA (Jt_ 1 )) > 0 where f(.) is the decision
function estimated by the SVM, as in eq.(2.1).
This is a standard constrained optimization problem that can be solved using
Lagrangian methods or gradient projection methods [2]. Because of its simplicity, we
implemented a variant of Rosen's gradient projection method described in [16].
4.3 Experiments
The body tracking approach described previously was applied to stereo image se-
quences captured in our lab. Each sequence is made from images provided by a
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stereo camera. The size of the images is 320 x 240. The 3D model used in the ex-
periments only consists of the upper body parts (torso, arms, forearms and head).
The torso has been purposely made long to compensate for the lack of hips and legs
in the model. The complete tracking algorithm (stereo + articulated body tracking)
was run on a Pentium 4 (2GHz) at a speed ranging from 6Hz to 10Hz.
We evaluated the performance of our tracking algorithm on different sequences.
We collected two sets of sequences of around 200 images each. The first set (Si) of
10 sequences consists of a person performing simple movements (few self-occlusions,
slow motions). The second set (S2) of 10 sequences is more challenging (multiple
self-occlusions, fast motions). For each set of sequences, the person filmed was asked
to perform motions satisfying the criteria for S1 or S2. We compared the tracking
algorithm on these sequences using:
" articulated constraints only (T1);
" articulated and SVM body pose constraints (T2).
Figure 4-2 shows the percentage of frames correctly tracked in the two sets of
sequences S1 and S2 using trackers T1 and T2. Since no ground truth data was
available, the correctness of the poses was evaluated using the reprojection of the 3D
articulated model onto the original images and manually scoring them. In all cases,
T2 gives better results than T1. The improvement of T2 against T1 is more obvious
in the case of difficult scenes (S2).
Figure 4-3 shows the tracking results on one of the sequences in which tracking
T1 failed at frame 75. In this sequence, T1 and T2 give similar estimates until frame
75, then T1 starts losing track but T2 still gives a good pose estimate (until the end
of the sequence). The SVM decision function f(H) along the sequence is plotted on
Figure 4-4. One remarkable feature of f(H) is that, when T1 starts losing track (in
frame 75 of the sequence), f(H) stays negative. We observed this strong correlation
between tracking failure and negativity of f(H) in many sequences. It can also be
noticed that f(H) is not always positive in the case of the tracking T2. This is due
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Figure 4-2: Percentage of frames correctly tracked in two sets of sequences S1 and S2
using (T1) articulated constraints only and (T2) articulated and SVM constraints. Si
consists of sequences of a person performing simple movements (few self-occhisions,
slow motions). S2 is nore challenging (multiple self-occlusions, fast motions).
to the constrained optiiizatioin algorithmi we used (see Section 4.2) that does not
strictly enforce the constraints.
4.4 Summary
This addition to the body tracker (Chapter 3) improves the tracker's ability to
hypothesis a pose close to the true pose, reducing the drift as time passes. A simple
SVM is trained using a large training set from mocap data, and provides a relatively
compact description for testing. The next chapter ioves on to describe a different
mIlodlihe of the vision component.
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1
Figure 4-3: Tracking results on a sequence of 135 images. The first row shows the
original images. The second row shows tracking results for tracking TI. The third row
shows tracking results for T2. The second image of each row correspond to frame 75,
in which tracking TI failed due probably to the self-occlusion caused by the pointing
arm. Because it is more constrained, tracking T2 succeeds in finding the correct body
conifiguration.
Figure 4-4: Decision function value f(1) along the sequence shown above. When T1
starts losing track (in frame 75 of the sequence), f(H) becomes negative and stays
negative until the end of the sequence.
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Chapter 5
Recognizing Gestures
Gesture recognition is performed in two stages. First, one module detects whether or
not a gesture is occurring by determining whether or not a static pose corresponds to
a gesture. Using the detection boundaries as the start and end of a gesture, another
module then classifies what gesture it is and extract the relevant parameters of the
gesture.
5.1 Detection
This module deals with the simpler problem of detecting the occurrence of a gesture.
Each gesture is made up of a series of static poses. The space of valid poses is
partitioned into those that are part of gestures to be classified and those that are
not. To detect the start and end of a gesture reliably, a model that is capable of
describing complex spaces of static poses that make up a gesture with a high degree
of certainty is needed. SVM classifiers are ideal for our situation because they are
capable of learning complex boundaries between classes.
The space of static poses for different gestures may overlap. Because the similarity
of these gestures gives context to our gesture space, we can create groups of gestures
that are triggered by an SVM rather than individual gestures. For each gesture
group, an SVM is trained, using the static poses corresponding to all gestures in that
group as positive examples, and all static poses corresponding to non-gestures and
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other gesture groups. The examples xi used in the SVM classifier are the 3D poses
generated by the articulated tracker. As the articulated tracker tracks the body, the
pose is tested against all SVMs. When an SVM is triggered, meaning its decision
function f(x) > 0, an SVM has detected that the current pose is one of the static
poses in the gesture group it is responsible for and we note the detection.
A perfect detector would immediately begin passing 3D hand positions to our
recognizer, and stop when the SVM no longer triggers. Because the module is not a
perfect detector, rapid oscillations in the signal are ignored. This will effectively run a
low-pass temporal filter on the SVM decision function, f(x). When a SVM has been
triggering for an extended period of time, stops for a few frames, and starts detecting
again, the detector assumes the SVM has made an error, and will continue sending
3D hand positions to the recognizer. The reverse is also true. If an SVM has inactive
for an extended period of time, triggers for a few frames, and stops triggering again,
the detector assumes the SVM has made an error and wiil not send any information
to our recognizer.
5.2 Classification
The recognizer is'made up of continuous density Hidden Markov Models which model
specific gestures. Hidden Markov Models can account for time varying gestures [33],
and are able to estimate the probability of an incomplete observation sequence given
a particular model. This allows the recognizer to predict at any point in time what
gesture might be occurring and to respond with the appropriate actions. It can
identify various parts of a gesture, and easily extract various parameters.
The recognizer runs only when a detection has occurred. When an SVM, which
models a specific gesture group triggers, starts passing 3D hand positions to the rec-
ognizer, the HMMs belonging to the gesture group begins computing the probability
of that sequence being generated by that model. When the SVM stops triggering,
the recognizer uses the probability of the sequence to classify the gesture. It orders
the gestures within the gesture group according to the most probable, and calcu-
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lates their corresponding parameters. Along with their associated probabilities, these
parameters are the input of the command recognizer.
5.3 Types of gestures considered
To motivate the design of this system, Table 5.1 was brainstormed to create a context.
It outlines the ways to use gestures to communicate with a computer application. For
completeness, it also shows how speech could be used to obtain the same action. The
last column of the table shows which is the most natural to use: G for gesture, S for
speech, and GS for either.
Action Gesture Speech Type
Select Point Select (object) GS
Move Point and drag Move (object) G
Select Region Point, drag, and return Select region G
Rotate Rotate both hands Rotate clockwise
Rotate counterclockwise G
Resize Move hands along diagonal (Enlarge, Zoom in) object
(Shrink, Zoom out) object G
Open Bring both hands up (Open,Play) object
Play GS
Close Bring both hands to the left (Close,Stop)object
Stop S
Minimize Bring both hands to the right (Minimize,Pause) object
Pause GS
Next Flip forward Next G
Back Flip backward Back G
Table 5.1: All Brainstormed Actions
Table 5.2 is a modified version of Table 5.1. To simplify the experimental process,
only a subset of the actions were examined. Also, Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4, 5-5
show sample images of a person perform the each type of gesture.
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Action Gesture Speech
Select Point Select [object]
Select Region Draw a path Select [object]
Resize Move hands along diagonal Change size of [object]
Enlarge [object]
Shrink [object]
Next Flip forward Next
Go forward
Previous Flip backward Previous
Go back
Return
Table 5.2: Multimodal Actions
Figure 5-1: Sample of the gesture, select.
5.4 Part I: Detecting the occurrence of a gesture
The data wa s collected from 25 sequences of each gesture across a sanple space of 8
people. Each sequence is a collection of images of size 320 x 240, provided by a stereo
camera.
SVM classifiers were trained to detect two groups of gestures; one for the single
arm point or region selection gesture, and one for the two handed gestures. The
features xi used in the SVM are the relative orientation of the body with respect to
the world coordinate system and the relative orientations of connected limbs. Each
image in our data collection is labelled as either a pose that makes up a one-handed
gesture, a two-handed gesture, or a neutral position.
The SVMs have been evaluated using standard cross-validation techniques. The
classifiers have been trained using 90% of the training data, aid the classification error
e on the remaining training data is calculated. This is repeated 10 times, excluding a
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Figure 5-2: Sample of the gesture, select region.
different subset of data equal to 10% of the training data each time. Tables 5.3 and 5.4
report the average classification error ratesc for Gaussian kernels with varying kernel
size a land error cost C. The SVM used in the rest of the paper uses a Gaussian
kernel with - = 5 and C = 200.
a 
.__
C 5 10 15 130
1 0.0270 0.0837 0.1311 0.1951
100 0.0103 0.0181 0.0286 0.0477
200 0.0094 0.0160 0.0237 0.0317
300 0.0104 0.0144 0.0237 0.0317
Table 5.3: Classification error rates E for one-handed SVM
Gaussian kernels with varying error cost C and kernal size a
classifier trained with
5.5 Part II: Recognizing the meaning of a gesture
HMMs are used to recognize and segment each gesture. Each gesture was associated
with a pre-determined state nodel.
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Figure 5-3: Sample of the gesture, resize.
Figure 5-4: Sample of the gesture, next.
The model for resize allows for different ways of performing this gesture, different
starting positions, and has large spatial variations. This action is modelled with a
4 state HMM, shown in Figure 5-6. The first state (state 0) consists of both hands
moving to frame the window or object to be resized. This can either be done by
selecting the upper left corner and the lower right corner, or selecting the upper right
corner and the lower left corner. The next state can be resizing along either diagonal,
allowing the choice of two states (state 1 and 2). Both states transition to the same
final state (state 3) to return to the neutral position. The key information we wish
to extract from this gesture is the position of the hands at the end of state 0 and
the beginning of state 3. The position at the end of state 0 tells us what window or
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Figure 5-5: Sample of the gesture, previous.
C 5 10 15 30
1 0.0216 0.0405 0.0478 0.0567
100 0.0116 0.0168 0.0225 0.0293
200 0.0108 0.0141 0.0198 0.0257
300 0.0112 0.0137 0.0190 0.0233
Table 5.4: Classification error rates c for two-handed SVM trained with Gaussian
kernels with varying error cost C and kernial size o-
object we wish to resize, and the position at the beginning of state 3 tells us the new
size of the window or object. These two positions will be passed to the command
recognizer as the parameters of the reslize action.
The action next and the action preuvous have a nore complicated structure, shown
in Figure 5-7. The first state (state 0) consists of both hands moving out in front
of the user. The gesture ends with both hands moving back to the user's side (state
5). The other four states describe the repetitious action of flipping the pages of an
imaginary book, where one hand is the stationary book, and the other is flipping the
pages forward or backward. The motion goes as follows: both hands together (state
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Figure 5-6: Resize HMM.
1), one hand moving away from the other to flip the page (state 2), both hands apart
(state 3), and the same hand moving back to the other hand in preparation to flip the
page again (state 4). This can be repeated as many times as a user wants, resulting
in a sequence with temporal variations. The number of times a person flips a page,
state 2, specifies the number of times the computer should respond by performing the
command next or back.
1 2
0 5
3 '4
Figure 5-7: Next and Previous HMM.
A three state HMM is defined to segment the point or region selection gesture.
The three states are moving from a neutral position to the object to be selected (state
0), pointing at or drawing a path that encircles the object to be selected (state 1),
and moving back to a neutral position (state 2). The corresponding state diagram is
shown in Figure 5-8.
The feature vectors for two-handed gestures and one-handed gestures are differ-
ent. Because one of the hands in a one-handed gesture contains no useful information
towards classification, the feature vector uses only information from one hand. Be-
cause which hand performs the gesture is unknown, the HMM tests on two sequence
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Figure 5-8: Select and Select Region HMM.
of feature vectors corresponding to either hand and use the results pertaining to the
model that generates the highest probability.
The feature vectors for both two-handed gestures and one-handed gestures are
directly computed from the 3D hand positions given by the articulated tracker. Given
a 3D hand position, the velocity is estimated, V, by finding the difference between
two frames. It is decomposed into a unit vector, J and a magnitude, Ivi. The relative
position, P,is computed by subtracting the right hand position from the left hand
position. The relative velocity, Vr , uses this newly calculated position to estimate the
local relative velocity between the left and right hand. Their unit vectors, P and Vr,
and magnitudes, jPr and lvr, respectively, are computed as well.
To test which feature vectors were actually effective in distinguishing two-handed
gestures, four cross-validation tests were run and their classification rate computed:
" F1 used all the features described above,
" F2 used -V, p~*, and Fr*,
" F3 used , P, and i'V,
* and F4 used both unit vectors, V, ^, and i', and magnitudes, jvi, lpr and jVr.
Table 5.5 shows the cross-validation error when trained with the four different
feature vectors described above. Each model was trained 8 times, leaving out a few
sequences of each type for each time. The error is to the ratio of how many times
a sequence was classified as a different gesture versus how many sequences of each
gesture was tested. This happens when the probability for that sequence is higher for
a model that does not correspond to its actual gesture. The best overall classifier is
F1 with an average classification error of 7.76%, which used the feature vector with
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all calculated features. Another good classifier was F4 with an average classification
error of 8.12%, actually having a better classification rate for the action next than
F1 did. The results shown in Table 5.5 used a Gaussian model for their observation
density. Mixtures of Gaussians were tested for each feature case, but resulted in poor
classification rates.
F1 F2 F3 F4
previous .1666 .2500 .3500 .2000
next .0625 .0625 .0625 0
enlarge 0 .0535 .0870 .0435
average 1 .0764 .1220 .1665 0.0812
Table 5.5: Cross validation error using a variety of feature vectors. The results show
F1 giving the best overall recognition rate with 7.64% classification error, with F4 as
a close second with 8.12% classification error.
5.6 Experiments
The results shown in figures 5-9, 5-10, and 5-11 show a sample run through the
gesture detection system. The sequence is of a user performing the next gesture, the
select gesture, and the resize gesture consecutively. At each captured frame, the SVM
classifiers for one-handed and two-handed gestures determine whether or not it is a
gesture. In figure 5-9, the ground truth of the sequence is shown with a solid line. A
0 corresponds to a neutral position, 1 to an occurrence of a one-handed gesture, and 2
to a two-handed gesture. The decision function of each SVM, f(x), is used to decide
whether or not a gesture has been detected at each frame. If the SVM is triggered in
a majority of the frames within a given window of time (we used a window size of 12
frames), the value is set to the corresponding triggered SVM. As mentioned before,
the filter's purpose is to filter out bursts in the signal. The detection error for this
sequence was 5.25%, but the error is not very significant, considering they occur at
the transitions from rest to gesturing, where there is ambiguity in the boundary.
When the SVM classifier for the two-handed gestures detects a gesture at frame
numbers 40 and 265, the recognizer will test the collection of subsequent frames that
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the SVM classifier detects as part of a two-handed gesture. This sequence of frames
is tested using the HMMs that correspond to the two-handed gesture: next, previous,
and resize. When the SVM classifier for the one-handed gesture detects a gesture
at frame number 180, the system will parse the pointing gesture into its appropriate
states.
At frame number 245, the two-handed gesture happens to be resize. In Figure
5-10, the log probability for each model in the two-handed gesture group is shown.
As time passes, we can see a sharp decrease in the log probability corresponding to
the next and previous HMMs in contrast with the the resize HMM. In figure 5-11, the
way the HMM partitioned the gesture is compared to the ground truth partitioning.
Although the estimated and ground truth don't match up exactly for the transition
from state 1 to state 3, the difference in position throughout those frames is actually
quite small. In this way, the parameters that are relevant to this particular gesture
can be extracted. Using information from both figures 5-10 and 5-11, the large drop in
probabilities for next and previous gestures correspond to shortly after the transition
from state 0 to state 1 in the resize HMM. This system can begin reacting to the
gesture, by resizing the object while the user is resizing simultaneously.
2-
1~~o - 260mme
s0 10I5020O5 300
frame number
Figure 5-9: Detection results on a sample sequence. Three gestures are performed
consecutively: next (two-handed), select (one-handed), and resize (two-handed). The
solid line shows the ground truth results, where a value of 0 signifies a neutral pose,
1 a one-handed gesture, and 2 a two-handed gesture, while the 'x' shows the filtered
SVM results. The detection error is 5.25%.
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Figure 5-10: The log probability at each frame that this resize gesture was created
by each HMM.
5.7 Summary
This system can detect the occurrence of a gesture, determine which gesture it is,
and then extract relevant parameters from the gesture. Static poses computed by the
body tracker (Chapter 3) are tested against an SVM trained to partition poses that
belong to a gesture and those that do not. Poses that belong to a gesture a tested
against a series of HMMs to determine the most probable gesture. This system can
work alongside a speech recognition system to improve accuracy using multimodal
information. The integration of speech and gesture is described in the following
chapter.
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Figure 5-11: The states estimated by the resize HMM model compared to the ground
truth states.
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Chapter 6
A Multimodal Interface
Integrating multiple modalities, such as speech and vision, permit the creation of pow-
erful and natural interfaces. Leveraging the gesture recognition techniques described
in previous chapters, and utilizing the GALAXY speech understanding system [37],
we created a simple rank-based system to combine the outputs of the audio and vi-
sual classifiers. The sections below describe the integration scheme, as well as a series
of experiments conducted to determine whether the use of audio information could
improve recognition performance.
6.1 Combination
In our multimodal system, vision hypotheses are produced as above and speech hy-
potheses are produced by a simple command recognizer implemented using compo-
nents of the GALAXY [37] system.
A speech utterance was captured along with each gesture in our data set. The
speech consists of a range of possible utterances. The types of utterances we expect
are shown in Table 5.2. We allow for natural variations of these by utilizing the
flexible grammar built into Speech Builder.
Both the speech recognizer and the gesture recognizer produce an n-best list of
possible transcriptions and gestures, respectively. The overall score of each transcrip-
tion/gesture is computed as the sum of its ranks on the two n-best lists. Then, the
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lowest-scoring hypothesis is chosen as the final answer.
6.2 Experiments
In Table 6.1, we show preliminary results on a small data set of around 25 examples
per action. It shows how using different modes affect the classification error of our
system.
Vision Only Speech Only Vision and Speech
previous .1666 .0500 0
next .0625 0 0
enlarge 0 .1000 0
average .0764 .0500 0
Table 6.1: Classification error with different modes.
The Vision and Speech column of Table 6.1 shows the classification error using
this integrated selection method. When using both vision and speech, the results are
promising, although we expect the error to increase as we more thoroughly test the
system. The importance of this result is only that the combination of both vision
and speech results in improved recognition.
6.3 Summary
As expected, using both channel improves the overall recognition rates. The integra-
tion is done simply as a combination of rank order list of both the vision and speech
systems.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This chapter provides a summary of the work done in this thesis, emphasizing the key
contributions to the field. It also describes some possibilities for further extensions
and modifications.
7.1 Summary
This thesis makes two contributions to the field of articulated person tracking. First,
it develops a method for constraining the behavior of a body tracker using mocap data
and SVMs. Second, it proposes a two-step process for recognizing a user's gestures
and extracting the parameters of those gestures. The first step utilizes an SVM to
detect periods of gesture activity, and the second step uses gesture-specific HMMs
to determine which gesture was performed at any time period and to extract the
parameters of those gestures.
Several experiments were performed to verify the effectiveness of these techniques.
In addition, to demonstrate their usefulness in a multimodal system, the gesture
recognizer was combined with a speech understanding system to see whether the
use of both modalities could improve recognition performance. Initial results are
promising, although further work is needed to further determine their efficiency and
accuracy, as well as find new applications in which knowledge of a person's gestures
would be helpful.
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7.2 Future Work
Although much progress has been made in the development of interfaces that use
speech and gesture recognition, a great deal still remains to be done.
Rather than using what is effectively a low pass temporal filter on the SVM
decision function or in addition to it, we would like to implement a multiple hypothesis
method. At the original start of the detection, we ran a recognizer on the gesture.
We can estimate results for a gesture that ends when the SVM ends, while continuing
to estimate the probabilities and parameters for a gesture that continues. Also, we
can start another pass through the recognizer using this new start as the start of the
gesture. After the gesture has been completed, we can compare the results of all the
possible segmentations of a sequence, and summarize this information to pass into
our command recognizer.
There are other implementation choices we would like to evaluate. One of them
is replacing the HMMs and simply using SVMs by extracting key features from the
entire gestures for classification. We would also like to integrate a symbol recognizer
which would use the path extracted from the one-handed gestures into the system.
While we have described a system that combines speech and vision after either
mode is understood, we feel we could improve our accuracy by using information
gathered from one module to assist the recognition of the other. Because speech can
help limit the range of possible gestures, we can create new gesture groups that use
common language as a criteria for different groups rather than similar poses.
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